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What Are Why Us 
Essays?

More about the student

“Dating” essays

An opportunity



Why Us Essays 
Ask a Variety of 

Questions 

Why us in general?

Why this school?

Why this major?

Why this program?

Why this career focus?



Your College Essay
In Ten Simple Steps



Step 1:
Understand
the Prompt

What is the prompt asking?

What do I know about me?

What do I know about them?

How do we fit together?



Step 1: 
Understand 
the Prompt

Tufts University 

Which aspects of Tufts’ curriculum or undergraduate 

experience prompt your application? In short, “Why Tufts?” 

Carnegie Mellon University

Many students pursue college for a specific degree, career 

opportunity or personal goal. Whichever it may be, learning 

will be critical to achieve your ultimate goal. As you think 

ahead to the process of learning during your college years, 

how will you define a successful college experience?

Why Us Examples



Step 1: 
Understand 
the Prompt

Duke University (old)

Please share with us why you consider Duke a good match 

for you. Is there something in particular about Duke’s 

academic or other offerings that attract you?

Duke University (new)

What is your sense of Duke as a university and a 

community, and why do you consider it a good match for 

you?  If there’s something in particular about our offerings 

that attracts you, feel free to share that as well.

Why Us + Community Example



Step 2:
Brainstorm

Ideas
• How does what I know about the program mesh with 

what I want readers to know about me?

• How can I illustrate this intersection in stories or 

anecdotes?

• What attracts me to this college, major or program? 

• What do I want readers to know about me?



What to Include 
(Content)

Answer this question

Consider all essays together

Share positive characteristic(s)

Think Strategically



Research Suggestions



Apply these ideas to 
any prompt

Types of Supplements

• Community Essays

• Diversity Essays

• Activity Essays

• Creative Essays
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